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MS Sedco Introduces 2-Switch Bollards, Double-Switch 
ClearPath™ Wireless Kits
The 2009 Supplement to the 2007 California Building Code 
addresses foot activation of automatic doors and includes the 
following text:

“At each location where push plates are provided, there shall be 
at least two push plates; the centerline of one push plate shall 
be 7 inches minimum and 8 inches maximum above the floor or 
ground surface and the centerline of the second push plate 
shall be 30 inches minimum and 44 inches maximum above the 
floor or ground surface.”

How to order:

Bollards (gray finishes and 59-H switches listed below - for dark bronze color, 
substitute BR for GR in the part numbers below, for 59-HSS switches substitute 
HSS for H, for 59-P switches substitute P for H):

Part Number Description List Price
628-H-GR-42 42” Post assy w/two recessed 59-H switches $600
628-H-GR-58 58” Post assy w/two recessed 59-H switches $640
628-HT-GR-42 42” Post assy w/two recessed 59-H switches, transmitter $675
628-HT-GR-58 58” Post assy w/two recessed 59-H switches, transmitter $715

Dual-Switch ClearPath™ Kits  (Kits listed include -H switches – for -HSS switches 
substitute HSS for H in the part number below, for -P switches substitute P for H):

Part Number Description List Price
CPT2-H 4:59-H; 4:CP/TX; 1:CP/RX $543
CPT2-R4-H 4:59R4-H; 4:CP/TX-R4; 1:CP/TX $543
CPT2-R6-H 4:59R6-H; 4:CP/TX-R6; 1:CP/TX $591

In response to this code requirement, and to better serve the 
needs of the disabled everywhere, MS Sedco is please to 
introduce standard part numbers for bollards including two switches as well as ClearPath kits containing 
switches and transmitters to cover the lower locations.  

The dual-switch bollards feature all of the same benefits of the 608 bollard: rugged 1/8” thick tubular steel 
construction, LongLife™ finish, and a rust shield.  The dual-switch ClearPath™ kits feature familiar ClearPath™ 
features including field-selectable frequencies and extended transmission time.


